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Abstract. Personalized information access tools are frequently based on
collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms. Collaborative filter-
ing recommender systems typically suffer from a data sparsity problem,
where systems do not have sufficient user data to generate accurate and
reliable predictions. Prior research suggested using group-based user data
in the collaborative filtering recommendation process to generate group-
based predictions and partially resolve the sparsity problem. Although
group recommendations are less accurate than personalized recommen-
dations, they are more accurate than general non-personalized recom-
mendations, which are the natural fall back when personalized recom-
mendations cannot be generated. In this work we present initial results
of a study that exploits the browsing logs of real families of users gath-
ered in an eHealth portal. The browsing logs allowed us to experimentally
compare the accuracy of two group-based recommendation strategies: ag-
gregated group models and aggregated predictions. Our results showed
that aggregating individual models into group models resulted in more
accurate predictions than aggregating individual predictions into group
predictions.

1 Introduction

The quantity of potentially interesting information services available online has
been growing rapidly and exceeds human processing capabilities. The vast amount
of online information necessitates Web sites and portals to provide users with
intelligent and personalized navigation support tools. These tools help users to
identify the information items most relevant to them and filter out the rest by
predicting the level of interest of users in particular information items. Collabo-
rative filtering [9] is a statistical recommendation technique that can be applied
to predict the interest level of a user in unvisited Web pages.

Collaborative filtering is commonly used in many online recommender systems
to support users in selecting news items [2], courses [3], and many more [13]. The
input for a collaborative filtering algorithm is a two dimensional matrix consist-
ing of user models describing their preferences, interests, and information needs
in the form of a feature vector. Collaborative filtering is based on the assumption
that users with similar interests prefer similar information items [15]. In order
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to generate a recommendation, collaborative filtering initially compares the user
models to identify users with the highest similarity to the current user and then
generates predictions on items by calculating the normalized and weighted av-
erage of the opinions of the similar users1.

One of the emerging practical problems of collaborative filtering recommender
systems is the sparsity of user data [7], i.e., the lack of sufficient information
about users, which prevents the system from generating accurate and reliable
predictions of interest in yet unseen information items. To partially resolve this
problem and increase the accuracy of the generated recommendations, [8] pro-
posed to aggregate the sparse individual user data into group-based data and
then use the aggregated data in the collaborative recommendation process. Al-
though in most conditions group-based recommendations cannot be as accurate
as the personalized recommendations, they have the potential to be more accu-
rate than general non-personalized recommendations, which are the natural fall
back if the sparsity problem prevents the system from generating the personal-
ized recommendations.

In this work we analyze family-based collaborative filtering recommendations
– a particular case of group recommendations – using real life browsing data
gathered in a study involving the users of an experimental eHealth family portal.
We implemented several strategies that aggregated individual browsing logs into
group-based data, generated collaborative filtering recommendations using the
aggregated data, and then evaluated them against the observed browsing logs of
the users.

The obtained experimental results demonstrate that group recommendations
are superior to global and inferior to personalized recommendations. Also, we
compared two aggregation strategies. The first aggregated the individual user
models into group models and then applied collaborative filtering to the aggre-
gated models. The second applied collaborative filtering algorithm to the in-
dividual user models and then aggregated the individual predictions into group
predictions. The results show that aggregating the user models allows generating
more accurate recommendations than aggregating the predictions.

Hence, the main contributions of this work are two-fold. Firstly, we evaluate
the accuracy of collaborative filtering group recommendations and compare it to
the accuracy of personalized and general recommendations. Secondly, we com-
pare two strategies for the data aggregation: aggregation of browsing models and
aggregation of predictions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss related
work on collaborative filtering and group recommendations. In section 3 we
present and formulate the two aggregated group-based recommendation strate-
gies. In section 4 we present our experimental settings, results and findings.
Finally, in section 5 we conclude this work and present our future research
directions.

1 This presentation of collaborative filtering is narrowed down to user-to-user memory
based approach. For a recent through survey of collaborative filtering algorithms the
reader is referred to [14].
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2 Collaborative Filtering and Group Recommendations

Collaborative filtering is one of the most popular and widely-used recommenda-
tion algorithms. It is based on the notion of word of mouth [15], which assumes
that users who agreed in the past will agree in the future. In other words, it
uses opinions of similar users to generate future predictions for a target user.
The opinions of users on the items are expressed either as explicit ratings given
by users according to a predefined scale or as implicit ratings accumulated and
inferred through logging users’ interactions with the system.

The main stages of the collaborative filtering recommendation generation
process are: (1) recognizing commonalities between users by computing their
inter-user similarities; (2) selecting the most similar users; and (3) generating
recommendations by aggregating the opinions of the most similar users [9]. As
it is being based on the similarities of users, the collaborative filtering process
is sometimes referred to people-to-people correlation. In comparison with other
recommendation algorithms, the main advantage of collaborative filtering over
other algorithms is that it is not domain specific and independent of the repre-
sentation of users and items. That is, a single collaborative filtering recommender
systems can generate recommendations for any type of items (movies, images, or
text) regardless of their content. As such, it is considered a universal technique
applicable to a wide variety of domains and applications [13].

Collaborative filtering recommender systems suffer from the well-known spar-
sity problem [7]. It prevents the system from generating accurate predictions
due to the insufficient data available about the users. Two particular cases of
the sparsity problem can be differentiated: new user problem – the number of
user ratings is insufficient for the identification of similar users and reliable gener-
ation of recommendations for that user [10], and new item problem – the number
of item ratings is insufficient for a reliable generation of recommendations for
that item [5].

In recent years the focus of collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms
shifted from predictions for individuals to the more complex task of predictions
for groups. To date, group recommendations were generated using one of the
following three strategies: merging recommendations generated for individuals
(very rare occurrence; will not be considered in this work), aggregating individ-
ual user models into group-based models, or aggregating them predictions for
individual users into group-based recommendations [8].

The group modeling and aggregated predictions strategies differ in the timing
of the aggregation of information in the recommendation process as illustrated in
Figure 1. Specifically, group modeling strategy [4,16] aggregates individual user
models of the group members before the prediction computation and then gen-
erates recommendations basing on the aggregated group model. Alternatively,
aggregated predictions [11,12] treats group members as individuals for the pre-
diction computation and afterwards aggregates the individual predictions to gen-
erate group recommendations.

As discussed in [8], the selection between the group modeling and aggregated
prediction strategies depends on external factors, such as the ability to examine
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Fig. 1. Recommendation generation process

or negotiate group preferences, coverage of the recommendations, privacy con-
siderations, and ability to explain the recommendations. However, to the best
of our knowledge no prior work compared the accuracy of collaborative filtering
recommendations generated using the above two strategies.

3 Prediction Strategies

The aim of this work is to determine which of the above two strategies for ag-
gregating individual data and generating group-based recommendations is more
appropriate when dealing with coherent groups consisting of individuals within a
nuclear family structure. We concentrate on the following four recommendation
strategies (see Figure 1). Our baseline strategy, global popularity, exploits the
wisdom of the crowd at large and recommends the same most frequently visited
items to all users. Our second and third strategies, group modeling and aggre-
gated predictions, examine group-based recommendation algorithms and focus,
respectively, on the group modeling and aggregated predictions strategies. Our
fourth strategy is a standard personalized collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithm. We will elaborately present these four strategies.

The global popularity strategy implements a simple social navigation mecha-
nism [1], which guides users to areas of global interest. Each page pi is assigned
a predicted popularity score pred(pi) based on the number of times that it was
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visited across all users uxεU as shown in equation (1), where visit indicator
vis(ux, pi) = 1 if ux visited pi and 0 otherwise.

pred(pi) =
∑

xεU

vis(ux, pi) (1)

The group modeling strategy initially constructs a family based interest score
int(fa, pi) for family fa and page pi by aggregating the visit indicators vis(ux, pi)
of all family members ux that belong to the family fa according to their relative
weight ω(ux, fa)2 as shown in equation (2).

int(fa, pi) =

∑
uxεfa

ω(ux, fa)vis(ux, pi)∑
uxεfa

ω(ux, fa)
(2)

Then, collaborative filtering is applied to the family model as shown in equa-
tion (3). Family based prediction is computed by assigning similarity degrees
sim(fa, fb) between the target family fa and all other families fbεF , and using
these similarity degrees to aggregate the family based interest scores int(fb, pi)
in the target page pi.

pred(fa, pi) =

∑
fbεF sim(fa, fb) int(fb, pi)∑

fbεF sim(fa, fb)
(3)

Finally, the computed family based prediction pred(fa, pi) is assigned to all the
users ux that belong to the family fa, i.e., pred(ux, pi | uxεfa) = pred(fa, pi).

The aggregated prediction strategy maintains an individual model for each
user and initially generates individual predictions using the standard collabo-
rative filtering recommendation algorithm as shown in equation (4). Prediction
pred(ux, pi) for user ux and page pi is computed by assigning similarity degrees
sim(ux, uy) between the target user ux and all other users uyεU , and using these
similarity degrees to aggregate the individual visit indicators vis(uy, pi) for the
target page pi.

pred(ux, pi) =

∑
uyεU sim(ux, uy)vis(uy, pi)∑

uyεU sim(ux, uy)
(4)

Then, the process becomes group focused. To generate a family based prediction
pred(fa, pi), the individual predictions pred(ux, pi) for the family members are
aggregated according to their relative weight ω(ux, fa) as shown in equation (5).

pred(fa, pi) =

∑
uxεfa

ω(ux, fa)pred(ux, pi)∑
uxεfa

ω(ux, fa)
(5)

Similarly to the previous strategy, the computed family based prediction
pred(fa, pi) is assigned to all the users ux that belong to the family fa.
2 Uniform weighting is currently used to assign equal weight ω(ux, fa) = 1 to all the

users. Other weighting strategies will be investigated in the future.
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The personalized collaborative filtering recommendation strategy examines the
browsing patterns of individual users regardless of their membership in a family.
For each user ux, each page pi is assigned a prediction score pred(ux, pi) using
the standard collaborative filtering algorithm as shown in equation (4) presented
in the previous strategy.

In all four strategies we simplify the recommendation generation and recom-
mend k unvisited pages having the highest prediction scores, i.e., k pages that
maximize the product

∏k
i=1 pred(ux, pi). Note that the global popularity strat-

egy generates one list of recommendations for all users, the two group-based
strategies generate one list of recommendations for each family, and the person-
alized collaborative filtering produces one list for each family member.

4 Evaluation

The presented analysis was carried out through the browsing logs gathered as
part of an eHealth family portal study. The aim of the analysis was to determine
which strategy would be best to implement in a family based recommender in
future versions of the portal. Specifically, we aimed to ascertain the differences (1)
between the simple global popularity model, the aggregated family based models,
and the personalized recommendation model, and (2) between the combined
group model and the aggregated predictions strategies.

4.1 Experimental Setting

The data used was gathered over a two week period in March 2009. Members of
the general public (families to be specific) were invited to take part in a study of
family engagement with an eHealth application. The task for each family member
was to visit the experimental eHealth portal, possibly browse the healthy living
content, and submit suggestions for improving their lifestyles. A by product of
the study was the capture of browsing activity for all the members of the involved
families over the 23 portal pages.

In total, 64 users from 40 families took part in the trial. In 24 families only
one person interacted with the portal, in 8 families two members interacted
with the portal, in 2 families three members interacted with the portal, and in
6 families all four members interacted with the portal. In total 188 individual
page visits and 151 aggregated family based interest levels were logged, yielding
an individual matrix having 87.23% sparsity and a denser family based matrix
having 83.59% sparsity3. Each user visited on average 2.94 pages (stdev=2.77)
and each page was visited on average by 8.17 users (stdev=4.33).

The distribution of page visits across the users demonstrates a typical long tail
distribution. Only 2 users visited more than 10 pages, 6 users visited between 5
and 10 pages, and 56 users visited less than 5 pages. Conversely, the distribution
3 We disregard the families in which only one member interacted with the portal and

exclude them from the evaluation. However, we do use these users’ browsing logs as
sources of recommendation content in the training set.
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of page visits across the pages is more balanced. 7 pages were visited by more
than 10 users4, 7 pages were visited by between 5 and 10 users, and 9 pages were
visited by less than 5 users.

For each user or family, a one off similarity matrix with other users or fam-
ilies was created using Pearson’s Correlation similarity metric [9]5. Using this
similarity matrix, four recommendation lists were produced for each user us-
ing the four prediction strategies detailed in Section 3 (global, group modeling,
aggregated prediction, and personalized collaborative filtering). A leave one out
experimental evaluation was carried out to evaluate the performance of the algo-
rithms. In particular, the accuracy of the recommendations was evaluated using
the classification accuracy metrics of precision, recall, and F1 by comparing the
recommendation lists with the actual logs of the users [6].

Let us denote by V the set of pages that were visited by a user (will be con-
sidered as the relevant pages) and by R the set of pages that were recommended
by the system to the user. In this context, precision of the recommendations is
computed by |V∩R|

|R| and recall by |V∩R|
|V| . When the size of the recommended set

R is limited to k, the computed precision metric is referred to as precision@k.
Combining the two metrics of precision and recall yields a single metric, F1
score, which represents their harmonic mean assigning them equal weights. The
F1 score is computed as

F1 =
2 × precision × recall

precision + recall

4.2 Experimental Results

The first question we posed related to the accuracy of recommendations based on
the global strategy of all users versus smaller groups of users in aggregated models
and aggregated predictions strategies versus individual activity in personalized
collaborative filtering strategy. Table 1 shows the average precision, recall, and
F1 scores obtained for each of the above recommendation strategies.

Table 1. Precision, Recall, and F-measure

global aggregated aggregated personalized
models predictions

precision 0.219 0.300 0.235 0.534
recall 0.552 0.689 0.609 0.779
F1 0.314 0.418 0.339 0.633

It can be seen that, as expected, the personalized recommendation strategy
outperformed all other strategies in terms of accuracy, returning the highest

4 One of the pages was an outlier – it was visited by 20 users.
5 Similar experimental results were obtained for the Cosine Similarity metric.
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precision, recall, and F1 scores. Statistical significance tests6 showed that the
personalized strategy significantly outperformed both the group-based strategies.
For precision we obtained p = 4.36×10−4 vs. aggregated models and p = 1.44×
10−5 vs. aggregated predictions, and for recall we obtained p = 2.32 × 10−2 vs.
aggregated models and p = 2.72× 10−2 vs. aggregated predictions. Both group-
based strategies outperformed the global strategy. For precision we obtained p =
5.20× 10−2 vs. aggregated models and not statistically significant difference vs.
aggregated predictions, and for recall we obtained p = 5.45×10−2 vs. aggregated
models and not statistically significant difference vs. aggregated predictions.

Examining the whole recommendation lists and their accuracy is only one
dimension of the recommendations’ success. Precision@k measure analyzes the
position of the visited pages within the recommendation lists. Figure 2 depicts
the precision@k of the four recommendation strategies for gradually increasing
from 1 to 7 values of k. Precision@k curves showed that the personalized strat-
egy outperformed both the group-based strategies and the global strategy. For
example, for k = 1 (the most strict metric focusing on the first recommended
page) the personalized strategy achieved a precision of 74% in comparison to
38% and 44% for the two group-based strategies, and only 29% for the global
non-personalized strategy. This observation was valid also for other values of k.

Fig. 2. Precision@k for various values of k

The second question we posed related to the comparative accuracy of the two
group-based strategies. Both Table 1 and Figure 2 showed that the aggregated
model strategy consistently outperformed the aggregated predictions strategy.
For the overall precision and recall scores, the differences were statistically sig-
nificant: p = 1.79×10−2 for precision and p = 1.84×10−2 for recall. We explain
these findings by observing that aggregation of individual models yields a rea-
sonably dense and accurate group model, which allows the system to generate
6 All statistical significance results hereafter refer to a two-tailed t-test assuming equal

variances.
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reasonably accurate recommendations. Conversely, recommendations generated
using the individual sparse models are inaccurate, such that their aggregation
does not allow to improve their accuracy.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The sparsity of user data is a well known problem of collaborative filtering rec-
ommender systems. To resolve it, the sparse individual user data can be aggre-
gated into group-based data and these can then be used in the recommendation
process. In this work we analyzed collaborative filtering family based recommen-
dations using the browsing logs of the users of an experimental eHealth family
portal. We implemented several strategies that aggregated individual data into
group-based data, generated family based collaborative filtering recommenda-
tions using the aggregated data, and evaluated their accuracy against the ob-
served browsing logs of the users.

Our empirical results showed that group recommendations were, as expected,
more accurate than non-personalized one-size-fits-all recommendations at deter-
mining relevant Web pages. However, personalized collaborative filtering recom-
mendations still outperformed group recommendations when comparing preci-
sion, recall, F1, and precision@k scores.

While previous works analyzed conditions when one group recommendation
strategy would be preferred over another, this work experimentally compared the
accuracy of two group-based aggregation strategies with real families of users of
an eHealth portal. Our results consistently showed that aggregating individual
browsing models into group models resulted in more accurate recommendations
than aggregating the predicted interest levels. That is, generating recommen-
dations using a dense group model was more accurate than aggregating the
predictions generated for individual users.

In this work the users were assigned uniform weights when aggregating indi-
vidual models into the family models. However, this is not reflective of the real
setting, where different users may have different browsing patterns and frequen-
cies. In the future we will evaluate the impact of various weighting heuristics
on the accuracy of the recommendations. The results presented in this work are
preliminary as they are supported by a reasonably small data set. In the fu-
ture we will conduct a larger scale user study of online group recommendations,
which will allow us to determine which strategies perform best under varying
conditions such as richer user models, larger and more heterogeneous groups of
users, and different content domains.
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